North Arm Cove Roads and Signage Report 2021
By NACCAi Roads & Signage Subcommittee, Seamus Devlin & Gary Sylvaney for
Residents and MidCoast Council. 13 November 2021
Introduction.
Over a period of time and more so recently, residents have commented on or raised concerns
regarding safety and informational issues pertaining to sealed roads and signs as they currently
exist, leading to, exiting from and within the North Cove Village area. In 2020, a Subcommittee was
established under authority of a NACCAi meeting to conduct an investigation of previously raised
issues and to carry out an up-to-date physical survey of the road transport system and its
associated infrastructures. The investigation commenced in January 2021 and continued thru till
June 2021. The following itemised points detail issues covering safety, missing/new signage and
confusing/outdated road and street names and maintenance issues. The recommendations
contained in this report were placed before residents for comment/suggestions/changes. Following
this review to be then taken to MidCoast Council and where necessary Traffic Authorities for
progression. It is evident residents are seeing an increasing volume of vehicle and pedestrian road
traffic in North Arm Cove due in part to a permanent population and visitor increase. The latter from
the fast growth in short term rentals (Air/B&B) and many more service delivery vehicles on North
Arm Cove roads. Some of which are in a hurry. Planning needs to consider these increases.

A. Safety.
The item order does not signify a priority order as all are safety issues that have or could arise at
any time and have associated risks to life and or serious injury.
1. Gooreengi Rd South near Exit to A1
A 90 degree right turn onto the A1 has been the
location of a number of single vehicle accidents
in recent years. Whist two sign locations warn of
the sharp turn, the first seen when approaching
from the north is erected well back from the
traffic lane and not clearly seen. The second
comprising small signs within the turn radius and
if traveling at speed they are likely not to be seen
until too late to safely respond. The result is that
vehicles have ended up on a steep
embankment. The image shows the skid mark
result of an incident earlier this year. The turn
indication signs have also been defaced.
It is suggested the signs in both locations need
enlargement, possibly as banner signs between
two posts and reflective. The first sign should be
closer to the traffic lane, its information tending
to be distracted by vegetation.
A wildlife warning sign should also be erected
some 50 metres north of the A1intersection
facing south.
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2. Intersection Carrington Rd and Glenn Innes Rd
A dangerous junction to North Arm Cove,
Carrington and Tahlee. Give Way signs control
vehicles travelling to North Arm Cove andto/from
Carrington. Vehicles from North Arm Cove are
given right of way as they turn right onto
Carrington Rd but with no restriction to keep
them in their left side lane, frequently tend to cut
the right turn often drifting totally into the
opposite lane. Observations over time at the
location have shown this “cutting the corner” is a
very common practice. A solution would be a
concrete island or small roundabout that kept
traffic in its left lane during the right turn onto
Carrington Rd, performing the old Silent Cop
function.
A very temporary measure could be painted
double unbroken dividing lines on the road to
NAC commencing on the eastern road edge
alignment of the road to Carrington for a
distance of about 10 to 15 metres. A serious
vehicle accident occurred here in 2020.
(As an example, in the second image which was
taken recently a vehicle was photographed
turning right onto Carrington Rd. and cutting the
corner. The vehicle has been coloured to hide its
identification).
Vehicles north bound from Carrington have been
observed ignoring the Give Way sign. It is
suggested this should be replaced with a Stop
sign.
3. Near Corner Market Way and Woolbrook Ave
Erect “Watch for Water Over Road” warning signs
for both directions on Market Way. During the last
significant rain event in 2020 water depth across
the road was up to half a metre. Flooding has
occurred twice in the past 12 months. An underroad culvert for the creek exists but seems
inadequate with significant rain events. Back up
in the creek from the south may also contribute to
the cross road flooding.
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4. From Corner Gooreengi Rd and Somerset Ave
Entry to NAC and Carrington requires safety
signs. Warning of Pedestrians, Cyclists/Safe
Distance Rules and Wildlife on the roads. The
roads are only just wide enough for vehicles to
pass each other from opposite directions. Many
verges are not safe or comfortable to walk on
leaving the road the only option for walking,
running and by necessity cycling. The bitumen
edges on the roads are also in poor condition in
many locations on this and other sealed roads
leading to and within the residential areas. The
road needs to be repaired or rebuilt and
widened and well maintained with safe
shoulders. The number of blind curves and dips
add further risks of a sudden and unexpected
driving hazard confronting a driver. This narrow
rural road is not safe for consistent driving at the
existing 80 km/h limit. All sharp curves should
also have unbroken centre line marking.
5. Entry Road to Residential Areas
a). Considering the above safety hazards, it is
proposed an overtaking ban and a reduction
from the current speed limit of 80 km/h down to
70 km/h be affected from this location until the
60 km/h zone is reached near the corner of
Uralla St. The continuation of Market Way to the
cornerof Eastslope Way to remain at 60km/h
and The Ridgeway then Promontory Way as far
as the start of the residential area to be at
60km/h. At this location, the existing 50 km/h
limit should bereduced to 40 km/h.
b). At the commencement of Carrington Rd.
erect a sign stating “Rural Road. Slow Down for
On Coming Vehicles”. Similar safety
requirements to those recommended should be
applied through to and within Carrington.”
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6. Corner Eastslope Way and Gloucester St

Erect Give Way Sign for traffic turning left or right
into Gloucester St. from the north end of
Eastslope Way.
Also on the opposite corner, a dual street sign
has the Eastslope arm pointing in the wrong
direction.

7. Eastslope Way Approaches to Casuarina Reserve
Erect Warning Signs facing north and south on
approaches, advising of children/pedestrians
entering/leaving the reserve. This middle section
of the road being relatively level is also
extremely popular with young children on
scooters and bikes. As I sit here overlooking this
section of the road, helping with this report on a
Sunday afternoon, child traffic exceeds vehicles
by about ten to one.
It brings home the need for very clear warning
signs and an appropriate speed limit.

8. Speed Signs in Eastslope Way
This is the longest straight section of sealed road
in the village area. The unsigned 50 km/h. speed
limit on this road is regularly exceeded with
estimated speeds of up to 90 to 100 km/h on
occasions.
A speed limit sign should be erected
approximately 10 metres from the north end
facing north for south bound traffic and another
10 metres from the south corner with Cove Blvd
facing south for north bound traffic.
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9. The Ridgeway approaches to the Community Centre
Erect Pedestrian Crossing Signs approximately
60 metres from the Community Centre covering
the approaches from the north and south and
paint a pedestrian crossing from the Hall to
Yallarwah Park.
A “Watch For Entering Traffic” to be erected
50mtrs south of Emmett St. facing south.
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10. Drainage Pit to under Road Culvert, near No.49 The Esplanade
Council works during 2018/19 in this area
addressed flooding problems. Part of these
constructions involved a deep collection pit to
direct flooding water to a new under-road culvert.
No safety railing has been provided around the
edges of this 1.5 -metre- deep drainage pit. A
serious safety risk for vehicles and pedestrians,
particularly at night.

11. Culvert Exit Opposite Side of The Road to Item 11
A further safety situation exists from the above
culvert where it exits to a large open drain. We
were advised by a resident who lives opposite the
pit, that a vehicle had pulled up beside the drain
outlet at night and a teenage male had stepped out
of the vehicle and into the drain. Luckily injuries
were not severe. Depth from road surface to drain
bottom is 90 cm. He was fortunate.

12. Driveway Crossings Over Stormwater Drain, South Side, The Esplanade
Forming bridges over the above stormwater drain
is access to properties on the south side of The
Esplanade. No kerbing or safety railing exists and
the drop off either side to drain base is 90 cm.
Three such crossings exist and we believe they are
a significant pedestrian safety risk.
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13. Drainage Outlet in Front of No.33 The Esplanade
This safety issue was identified in the NACCAI
Report on Drainage Issues provided to Mid Coast
Council earlier this year. It is reported on again as
it is a safety issue associated with NAC roads.
At the end of the road here, an under-road culvert
drains to the waterfront. There is no kerbing to
prevent a vehicle wheel accidently going over the
edge, or a safety railing to prevent a pedestrian
falling over it. Fall height risk is 90 cm.
Children are also about here.

14. Road Speed Limits to and Within North Arm Cove Residential Areas
a) North Arm Cove Road (Unofficial Name)
From Carrington Rd to the corner of currently
named Uralla St, narrowness and blind corners
combined with wildlife, cyclists and pedestrians
make the existing limit of 80 km/h unsafe. Reduce
limit on this section of the road to 70 km/h and ban
overtaking by motor vehicles travelling in the same
direction as is the situation for narrow rural roads
in NSW. Pictured is one of many blind corners.
This one also involves a dip in the road
immediately around the corner and should be
centre line marked.

b) All Village Sealed Residential Area Roads
Commencing from the corner of Uralla St.,
maintain current 60 km/h on Market Way and
Booral St. until the corner with Eastslope Way.
This is the end of Booral St and beginning of Cove
Blvd. From this location change the limit to 40
km/h for all connected sealed roads, including
Merriwa Blvd, Eastslope Way, Gloucester and
Uralla Sts., Point Circuit and The Esplanade
West.
The Ridgeway/ Promontory Way southward past
the Community Centre and until the start of the
residential area to remain at 60 km/h and then to
40 km/h from this location.
These narrow residential roads serve as
vehicle/cycle roads and pedestrian footpaths. All
blind curves to be centre line marked.
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15. Promontory Way/The Esplanade.
The top image shows the unfinished end of one
road, The Esplanade, located around the
southern tip of NAC. From the top curve shown in
the image it is sealed and joins the end of
another road, Promontory Way. The Esplanade
ends as a sealed road at the top of the image
and becomes an undriveable and almost
unwalkable track before rejoining the remaining
sealed section of The Esplanade at the bottom of
the image.This was not meant to be in original
plans for the Cove. The two roads were intended
to allow circumnavigation around North Arm
Cove. That these important roads are not joined
has very serious implications in the event of a
catastrophic fire situation. Depending on the fire
path, residents on the western side Promontory
Way or southern side The Esplanade and Cove
Blvd. maybe unable to use vehicles for escape
and have to walk to safety, a most dangerous
situation. The limitation for emergencyvehicles is
obvious.
During a severe house fire in recent years, an
emergency vehicle could not find the location
Immediately and was forced to wait for
assistance.
It is time to complete the circuit. We understand
our RFS also considers this a priority need.
The lower image shows part of the unsealed and
unmaintained section.
In the interim until the roads are joined
consideration should be given to renaming the
two sections as The Esplanade East and The
Esplanade West.
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B. Other Signage
1. Access Track to Heros Beach off Promontory Way
This important recreation area used by both
residents and visitors requires a sign located on
Promontory Way covering approaches from both
directions advising of its access track on the right
opposite No.54.
It is an ideal swimming beach for young children
with clean sand and shallow water.

2. Two Promontory Way Deviations Unidentified
Opposite 24 and 68 Promontory Way are two road
deviations that contain the south side of the road
odd house numbered properties. Signs should be
installed clearly identifying the roads as part of
Promontory Way.
The signs should identify both entries/exits to the
deviations (total of 4 signs) with house numbers.
Consideration could be given to making each
deviation one way, due to their narrowness, in
which case two No Entry and two Entry signs
would be required.
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3. Casuarina Reserve Dinghy Launching Ramp
No Parking Signs required in the Ramp entry area.
This was requested in 2018 after the ramps
construction as vehicles are left here restricting
manoeuvring space in an already small area.

4. Wildlife Warning Sign on Promontory Way South of Community Hall
This dual sign located halfway between the
Community Centre and the residential area of
Promontory Way should have the Wildlife part
removed and that relocated near the Community
Hall. To be combined with a Pedestrian and Cyclist
/Safe Distance Warning.The Crest Warning then
remains.uncluttered and a greater distance of
Promontory Way bush area is covered by Wildlife
and Pedestrian/Cycling Warnings from the new
location.

5. Entry to Somerset Ave (Carrington Rd) from Gooreengi Rd
No sign identifying entry to NAC from this
intersection when approaching from the north.
Tahlee and Carrington only identified. Vegetation
is also obscuring sign on approach.
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6. Wildlife Sign North Arm Cove Rd South of Carrington Rd
This first sign facing incoming traffic on the
unofficial NAC Rd should be expanded to include
all pedestrian warning and cycling/minimum
distance regulations applying to vehicular traffic.
The first blind corner of a number can be seen just
past this sign and is immediately followed by a dip.
Centre line marking should be applied at this bend

7. Uralla St.
a). Street signage on the north west corner with
Market Way is in poor condition. The single
sign had referred to Illegal Dumping.
b). A Child and Wildlife Warning Sign near the Fire
Station needs cleaning.
c). Another nearby sign states GLC authorisation.

8. Village Entry Sign
A large sign on the north east corner of Uralla St
and Market Way existed for some 25 years until
2018 when by request it was removed by Council
due to heavy Termite infestation and it obstructed
the view from heavy vehicle cabins when turning
right onto Market Way This sign served as a
Welcome to Cove and Publicity Board for events in
the village. Its location meant all traffic entering
North Arm Cove saw its contents clearly. About
10% of entry to the village is via Uralla St with the
rest via Market Way. It is requested a new
replacement sign is provided that fulfills the above
functions, but is repositioned to avoid blocking the
view to the left or right from heavy vehicles such as
the Cat.9 Fire Tanker when turning onto Market
Way.
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9. Missing Street Sign
A sign post identifying Eastslope Way and Merriwa
Blvd has gone missing from the south east corner
of the intersection. When and how is unknown.
The road surface damage is caused by an
inadequate drainage pit on the opposite north west
corner and table drains in west Merriwa Blvd.

10. Resident/Visitor Facilities Sign Corner Booral St and The Ridgeway
This location has an existing Chalk Notice Board
for Community and individual use. Erect another
Sign (or replacements to service both
requirements) identifying the following locations
and information:
Community Hall.
Toilets.
Casuarina Reserve
Heros Beach
Dinghy Ramps.
Fire Station
Emergency Phone Number.
Defibrillator
Wildlife Contact.
An off-street parking area (maybe two spaces) and
bench seat/ table would be a valuable addition
here. The existing village map just south of Uralla
St could be relocated to this information facility
area and solar powered night lighting installed.
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11. No Dumping Signs for High Visibility Locations on Main Village Roads
A considerable quantity of waste materials,
including vehicle bodies are regularly dumped in
bush areas surrounding the Village. Obviously, this
involves anongoing cost to MCC and ultimately
ratepayers.
Signs in large, simple wording, warning of severe
penalties and patrols at highly visible locations
should be erected. The existing located signs are
either faded as shown or are small, full of text and
not easy to read. A long-time resident has regularly
reported dumping incidents to Tea Gardens office.
and could be contacted for suggested locations for
warning signage. Sign depicted corner Market Way
and Uralla St.

GLC Dumping Sign corner Carrington and North
Arm Cove Rds.

12. The Esplanade Sign - Corner The Ridgeway and Market Way.

The numbering on these signs for The Esplanade
are incorrect. The top sign should read No’s 1-14,
17, 19, and not 1-19.
The numbers on the sign on the bottom “The
Esplanade” should be No’s 16, 18, 21-51.
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C. Road Names
Wherever possible, confusion created by historically recorded road names that today make no
sense in relation to their present-day usage, should be changed.
1. One Road - One Name = North Arm Cove Road
This is particularly important for Emergency
Vehicles and visitors. The most significant example
being the access road to North Arm Cove. Upon
turning off Gooreengi Rd one enters Somerset Ave
which almost immediately changes to Carrington
Rd. If that is your destination good. If the Cove is
where you are headed a left turn takes you onto
Glen Innes Rd. This then becomes Glencoe Rd
before afurther change to Market Way and finally
Booral St.Same bitumen road, four changes in
name. (Depending on the map chosen). One
unofficial sign exists at the corner with Carrington
Rd. and shown in the image.
Since the North Arm Cove village is the main
population centre and some 90% of the road traffic
goes to North Arm Cove, it is recommended this
road be officially renamed North Arm Cove Rd
commencing at Gooreengi Rd and ending at the
intersection with Eastslope Way, which is the
commencement of the residential area and Cove
Blvd. Carrington Rd would then commence at the
existing intersection. Logical and far less
confusion.
2. Uralla St.
Commences on corner of Market Way. (Think
North Arm Cove Rd.) and ends in name only at
The Ridgeway intersection. The road name at this
point changes to Gloucester St. continuing east a
few hundred meters to the corner with Merriwa
Blvd. It is requested Uralla and Gloucester St. be
named as one, Gloucester St.
Gloucester is chosen due to the Fire Station being
located in Gloucester St. To reach the Fire Station
in Gloucester St. currently involves a turn into
Uralla St. and then driving east up the street until it
changes name to Gloucester St. Uralla has no
urban blocks, a Telstra Substation only.

This report is compiled from observations and information from residents of North Arm Cove. It is intended to
be a resource for identifying and establishing projects and priorities related to road and signage works
directed to the safety of all who travel its roads.
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